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Editors
Welcome

WE WELCOME YOUR
THOUGHTS AND
FEEDBACK ON
THIS ISSUE.

Welcome to the second edition of Agriview magazine. This magazine is
dedicated to both the agricultural and farm model scene in Ireland.
By Peter Niblock

This issue has a grass harvesting theme and is packed with some
interesting articles to enjoy. We have a look at New Holland self propelled
harvesters down through the years with a review of the current FR500.
We visit Roger Perry who is an
agricultural contractor in County
Kildare and Leo Dunne Ltd who
grow and pack carrots for the
supermarkets.
On the model front, scratch
built model maker Brian O’Reilly
tells us about the Agrimech
Grasshopper mower and the
1:32 model which he built.
James Gothard from Britains
explains to us how a Britain’s
model is made and the process
behind it.
4

There is also a collector`s article, a
diorama feature and a model helps and
tips page. There is something to suit
every taste.
After the heavy snowfalls in March it
was great to have a warm summer. It is
hard to believe we are in the Autumn
and the model shows are upon us again.
I look forward to these, seeing new
displays and new model releases.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank everyone who bought the first
issue and supported this magazine.
Thank you to everyone who has
contributed or helped me in anyway

with this second edition. It would not
have been possible without your time,
help and guidance.
I would especially like to thank Harry
Bell and his team at Nu design who
expertly designed this magazine.
I welcome your thoughts on this issue.
If you have any suggestions on future
articles or would be interested in helping
in anyway please do get in touch.

Happy reading.
Email us:
kiwibap@yahoo.co.uk
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24 Carrot Gold
Agriview visits Leo Dunne Ltd, Co.
Laois who grow carrots.

S OWI N G C ARROTS
The Dunne family have been growing
carrots in Durrow and the surrounding
areas for over 50 years spanning four
generations. They specialise in carrots
with 220 acres of carrots, 20 acres of
organic carrots and 10 acres of parsnips.
200 acres of cereals are also grown.
It is still very much a family business
with Leo and Bernadette Dunne the managing directors while Emmett Dunne and
Leo Jnr managing the day to day running
of the business. Emmett concentrates on
the field work side and Leo Jnr concentrating on the factory end of things.
Leo Dunne Ltd employ 25 full time staff
with 8 seasonal staff employed for organic weeding.
The Dunne family supply Tesco Ireland
and Dunnes stores with carrots and
organic produce. They also supply some
local businesses as well.
Carrots are sold twelve months of the
year with carrots sourced from Scotland,
England and France when local supplies
run out. The Dunnes aim to start their
new season Irish crop in the last two
weeks of July depending on growing
conditions with the season running to
April / May.

Emmett points out,”It’s all down to the
severity of the weather. Last year was
very wet and this caused some rot in
carrots so our own crop was finished
earlier than other seasons.”
The carrot crop is harvested daily using a Grimme Self Propelled harvester
which fills trailers. The carrots are then
brought back to the factory where they
are washed, graded and packed. Five different lines of carrots are packed: 500g,
1kg, 1.5kg, 2kg, and 17.50kg. A small
amount of carrots are batoned for the
cooking industry.
Over recent years the Dunnes have
noted carrot sales have remained steady.
Emmett, says,” It’s always abit slower
during the summer months and then
when the kids go back to school the volume rises. Organic sales are consistent.”
With people working more and more and
having less time convenience food is
becoming a big thing. The UK is the larg-

est market for convenience food in the
UK but Ireland is still considerably lower.
This is something that the Dunnes are
looking into.
Carrot growing is very specialised with
high inputs and reliance on the weather.
The Dunnes grow most of their carrot
crop in sandy loam soils with a lime
stone bed. This year the early carrots
were sown in February. 25 acres of early
carrots were covered with plastic in
order to produce an earlier harvesting
date.
Emmett comments, “This year, while
there was little growth early in the
season we saw the growing conditions
getting better as the summer went on,
the dry spell also has an impact on the
growth.”
Good crop rotation is practiced as this is
essential for good crop production. All
the land is tested and the Dunnes blend
the fertiliser to suit each field.
Seedbed preparation is very important in
the growing of carrots. All ground is sub
soiled before and after carrots. Ploughing
is carried out usually around 11 inches
5
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depending on the depth of soil. Fertiliser
is then spread on the ploughed ground
followed by tilling.
On my visit to the Dunnes farm the
carrot sowing was in full swing. Emmett, comments, “There is such a short
window now, that we have to keep at it
until we get the crop in.”
The ground was in nice condition with a
01 MF 4270 hitched to a Jones Engineering bed former making beds across a hill
ready to be sown. Emmett was sowing
using a very clean 03 MF 4355 and a
Stanhay precision seeder.
The carrots are sown on a 72 inch bed
with three rows on a wide band. This
is practiced as it allows more airflow
through the canopy which helps prevent
certain diseases.
In another field up the road a 07 MF
6465 was destoning with a Grimme CS
150 Combistar in preparation for the
ridges to be bed formed.
Back nearer the farm in a large field, two
other MF’s were busy making ground
ready. The farm’s biggest tractor a 290hp
MF 8480 was creating a dust storm as it
was pulling an Alpego subsoiler. Martin
Dunne was ridging up using a 04 MF
6485 and Grimme Ridger.
The Dunnes grow a few different varieties for early production. They grow Laguna and some Nairobi for early carrots.
The main crop is Nairobi whilst some

SUBSOILING
different varieties are trialled each year.
Emmett says that,” Crop monitoring is
very important. Spraying is not so much
as a definite programme, we monitor our
crops very closely, and only if the crop
needs sprayed will we do it. We put out
fly traps and watch these near daily. Carrot fly is the biggest threat to carrots.”
Carrot fly is a small black-bodied fly
whose larvae feed on the roots of carrots
and related plants. Rusty brown scars
ring the tap roots of carrot, making them
inedible, and susceptible to secondary
rots.
There is a difference between the management of the organic and ordinary
crop. The organic crop requires greater
management with weeds the biggest
concern. Keeping on top of this is a full
time job so seasonal staff are employed

for this task. Crop rotation is very important to reduce the risk of disease.
Carrot fly is controlled by covering the
carrots with fleece. The organic carrot
crop involves a lot more man hours.
Every season is different and it requires
good management. This year due to
the dry weather all the carrots needed
watered as carrots need water especially
at the bulking stage of growth.
In mid October depending on the
weather around 100 acres of carrots are
covered with straw to protect them from
frost over the winter. Around 25 – 30
bales of straw per acre are used.
Carrot yields vary from field to field, year
on year but the Dunnes average between
25-35 t/acre depending on the time of
the year.
The carrots are harvested by a Grimme
self propelled harvester. It reduces traffic
on the field as it is a one man operation
with less stress on the driver. The harvester has a bulk hopper and these are
then unloaded into the waiting Smyth
trailers.
Smyth tri axle trailers are used on the
farm because they are well built and the
triaxles are easier on the land.
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Leo Dunne
Ltd.

SOWING CARROTS

All the tractors at Leo Dunne Ltd are
Massey Ferguson. They have a main
dealer fairly close and have a good
working relationship with them. Emmett,
comments,” For us it’s about the after
sales service, which they do very well.”
They also use a lot of Grimme machinery
from planting to harvesting and once
again the Dunnes have a very good
working relationship with them and after
sales service is very good.

Finally, I asked Emmett what the biggest challenge that Leo Dunne Ltd as a business
is facing. He replied,”Weather is the biggest concern for us. Last year was a very wet
year which made it difficult for harvesting. This year was very dry, which meant a lot
of watering. Covering the carrots with straw is a huge expense, but like 3 years ago
if we didn’t have the carrots covered with straw we would have lost a lot of the crop
as it reached -16 with us in Laois.”

HARVESTING CARROTS IN SUB ZERO TEMPERATURES
7
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NEWS
Ci Models 2013 releases
Ci Models launched 3 new products in 2013. A Fleming bale lifter
made completely from metal and features a spring loaded catch
exactly like the real implemant.

A Redrock 85 Series Alligator Silage Blockcutter replicated in
exactly 1:32 scale from metal. The brackets can be changed to fit
any 1:32 scale loader

A tow hitch from Britains JCB TM310 which comes fully
assembled and painted, easy to fit. (no gluing required) Hitch
can be turned up when not in use just like the real thing.

For more info please visit www.c-irwin.com

STOP & THINK SAFE
The ‘Stop and Think SAFE’ campaign urges farmers
to take a moment before starting any job and to
consider potential risks.
‘SAFE’ stands for the four main causes of death and serious injury on local farms –
Slurry, Animals, Falls (from height) and Equipment.
Modern farm equipment and machinery allow farmers to work more quickly and efficiently, but they also present additional dangers.
Farm machinery is involved in more than one in three farm-related deaths and in
many accidents that result in life-changing injuries, such as the loss of a limb.

PTOs

Power Take Off shafts (PTOs) are the power source for many machines attached to
and powered by tractors - shafts can rotate at speeds up to 1000 rpm.
All PTO shafts need to be properly guarded. Guards need to be kept in good condition and used properly - it could save your life.
Broken, damaged or badly fitting PTO guards are as dangerous as an unguarded PTO
shaft and can easily give a false sense of security and so increase the danger.
Remember, never wear loose clothes when operating machines powered by PTOs.
Operators and drivers should know how to operate and look after their machines
safely.
Equipment that is not maintained properly can cause accidents so never take chances by using poorly maintained or faulty equipment, even for the smallest job.
To find out more about the ‘Stop and Think SAFE’ campaign, please contact the HSENI
helpline on: 0800 0320 121 or visit: www.hseni.gov.uk/farmsafe
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John Anderson is releasing a new silage and
tillage DVD soon! Check out www.wanderson.ie
WO-2012-FlyerA5fr2.indd 1
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BEFORE YOU WORK WITH
MACHINERY, STOP AND THINK!
Broken, damaged or badly fitting guards
can be just as dangerous as no guard at all.

For more advice on farm safety,
visit hseni.gov.uk/farmsafe
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Peter Gaffney visits Country
Crest Farming, Lusk, Co. Dublin
to find out their verdict on the
Challenger Rogator RG 645 Selfpropelled sprayer.
With its imposing smart looks, this machine is a
serious contender in the self-propelled sprayer
league.
Power on board is provided by a 224hp 7.4ltr
Sisu powered engine with a fuel tank capacity
of 250ltrs and equipped with the latest Ad-Blue
technology. Bosch Rexroth hydraulic motors drive
the four wheels which have independent traction
control.

Challenger Rogator RG 64
The spray booms are triple fold and are manufactured by
Chafer crop sprayers in the UK. It has a working width of 30
metres with full auto sensing to ground contours. The spray
tank has a 5000ltr capacity with a further 500ltr fresh water
tank.
Carl Hackett, spray operator at Country Crest Farming, near
Lusk, Co. Dublin has full praise for the machines’ simplicity of
operation and driver comfort. The machine is fully equipped
with a Topcon GPS guidance system and has auto shut-off
across its 10 section booms, which ensure no overlap once the
sprayer has completed and mapped the field on its first path
around the perimeter.

Carl points out that there is a significant benefit on saving
spray costs with the auto-shut off system as there is no spray
wasted on any overlapping. Spraying was done at night during
the very hot periods this summer and the lighting packaging is
also for praise on this machine. The whole field was lit up and
it was very easy to keep an eye on the booms which is of top
priority to make sure all the nozzles are working.
The sprayer can travel at speeds of up to 43kph on the
road and is under 3metres wide, but can still look a very
intimidating machine on narrow roads. It is very stable to
drive even on narrow 380/90 R46 narrow road crop tyres but
needless to say, it travels even better on the wider 710/75
R34 set. There are two steering
modes of operation – front wheel
steer only for road travel and front
and rear wheel steer for field use.
The machine will not travel at road
speed in front and rear wheel steer
mode as a safety precaution.

10
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The road speed has to be selected by a switch at the right
hand control. Several modes are available – you can use two
cruise control settings: the hydrostatic lever or the accelerator
pedal on the floor. When spraying in developing crops, the
machine can be lifted clear from 75cm up to 120cm clearance
and this has a big benefit in not disturbing crops when they
are at their final stages of growth. There is a clear difference
between where the self-propelled sprayer has worked with its
high clearance and where the trailed sprayer has been.
There are no marks on the crop in the tramline area at all.
Wheel width can be adjusted from 1.75m to 2.2m on row crop
wheels but Carl always used the widest setting when travelling
on the road for best stability.
The induction hopper has a 60ltr capacity and all water volume
induction is digitally set on the electronic control pad beside
the hopper at the filling station. When you set the required
litres to enter the main tank, the machine will automatically

45 B self-propelled sprayer
slow back its intake when you get to
within 50ltrs of your target set. There is
a large storage space under the cab with
a roll out box which is ample for holding
the spray containers.
When asked about output from this
machine, Carl says that the largest field
this year has 103 acres and this can
easily be sprayed in less than one hour
with the water bowser close by for quick
tank re-fillings. It is hard to say as not
all fields are large size but between
filling, spraying, tank wash for differing
sprays and road travel between different
fields around 600-700 acres are easily
capable in the day.
Overall, the owners and operator are
extremely happy with the Challenger
Rogator RG 645 B machine with its first
season on the farm.
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Peter Gaffney reviews
the Norscot Challenger
Rogator RG 655 Self
propelled sprayer.

cab steps painted silver where the
Siku model is all black.

Peter Gaffney reviews the Britain’s
and Siku Versions
of the New Holland
T8.390.

along with the New Holland emblem
on the steering wheel. The lights are
all highlighted and the wipers are
evident on the front and drivers right
hand side windscreen.

P hotos by Peter Gaffney and
Wayne D ouglas.
New Holland and Ford model collectors have been spoilt for choice in
recent times with the release of a
number of classic and modern blue
models.
Britains and Siku both chose to produce a 1:32 model of the New Holland T8.390 which is the top model
in the T8. range
There are five models available in
the New Holland T8 range. The T8.275
starts at 273hp with the T8.390 at
389hp.
From first impressions, the Siku New
Holland T8.390 would appear to win
all the prizes but when you get down
with a collectors eagle eye, the Britains’ version gets the gold medal.
Starting with wheels and hubs, the
Britains model clearly shows the
front hub and the rear wheel weights
are painted black whereas the Siku
model is white. The Ad-Blue tank
cap in blue is evident along with the
12

Britains also have rear mudguard extensions in black and a very detailed
cab interior with the shuttle lever,
intelliview monitor and side console
all very well highlighted and detailed

Both manufacturers have fitted GPS
receivers on the tractor roof. The
Britain’s model has only one beacon
fitted where as the Siku model has
two fitted.
The only let down on the Britains
model is that the bonnet does not
open to reveal the engine detail and
the four work lights which sit just
above the front weight block are also
missing from the model. The model

does show the intake side and bonnet
grills in black.
The Siku model does have its standard
front linkage frame whereas the Britains
does not. The Britain’s model is fitted
with front weights. The under carriage
of the Britains model does show the
drive line to the front axle whereas the
Siku model drive line is moulded into

NORSCOT CHALLENGER ROGATOR RG 655 SELF PROPELLED SPRAYER

We promote the WSI brand from our base in Co.Limerick. We sell the WSI
product throughout the country attending Diecast Model Shows, Collectors
Toy Fairs and Trucks fests at various locations both north and south of
Ireland. Our aim is to bring a quality collectable model(s) to the Collector.

NOW IN STOCK

Farming, Vintage
and Music DVD &
Video Specialists

NOW IN STOCK

WSI Model Scania R Highline with
Palﬁnger Crane 150002 and Jib
Scale 1:50 Price €150.00

WSI DAF XF 105 Super Space Cab
Nordic Edition Scale 1:50
Price €65.00

NOW IN STOCK
Tadano Faun ATF 70G-4 Crane
Scale 1:50 Price €130.00

Now Taking Pre-Orders
WSI Ian Hayes, Limited to
275 pieces worldwide
Price €160.00

Call Mark on 087 3277757
or email info@mandmdiecastmodels.com
www.mandmdiecastmodels.com

Ad reproduced with kind permission of

w w w. i r i s h v i n t a g e s c e n e . i e

028 295 58040
See our full range at
www.lintonfilmproductions.com

D.MARSHALL
Farm Model Conversions
Specialists in Tractor & Machinery Conversions

DOMINIC
MARSHALL
MODELS

TEL: 07955699819

EMAIL: dominic_marshall@hotmail.com
WEB: dmarshallfarmmodels.weebly.com
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VADERSTAD 6M SPIRIT DRILL

PHOTOS BY ROY MASSEY & BRIAN DEMPSTER

Is the seed rate different to conventional sowing?

IS PLOUGHING
NECESSARY?
WITH THE INCREASING COST OF DIESEL, IS PLOUGHING
NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE A GOOD ARABLE CROP? WE SPEAK TO
CO. DOWN FARMER CLIVE WEIR WHO GROWS 500 ACRES OF
CEREALS USING THE MIN TILL METHOD.
What is Min till?
Min till is the method of establishing crops without the need
of turning the soil over by the traditional method of ploughing.
What made you go down the Min Till route?
The main reasons were the cost of labour and diesel to
establish cereal crops. Min Till works in every other country in
the world so there was no reason why it can’t work in Ireland.
Ploughing isn’t always the best option!
We have been Min Tilling since 2004. There are a few other
farmers Min Tilling in the North and a number in Southern
Ireland.
Describe the system that you use.
The stubble is cultivated as soon as possible after the straw
has been lifted from the field. This creates a stale seedbed.
Cultivating depth will be about a foot deep into rape and 5 – 6
inches for other crops.
This is left for two to three weeks. The weeds are then burnt
off. The crop is then sown using a wide spacing drill.
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No it is the same. We use compost and intend to top dress
with hen dung this year.
What is your rotation system?
Rape, Wheat, Winter Barley, Rape, Wheat. We are going to try
Fodder beet as a replacement for Rape this year.
What machinery do you use?
We use a Vaderstad 5 metre Topdown for cultivations and a
Vaderstad 6m Spirit drill with wide spacing. On an average day
12 acres an hour can be cultivated using the Topdown.
An average of 10 acres an hour can be sown using the
Vaderstad Spirit drill.
We run a 2001 Case 440 Quadtrac which is performing well and
reduces compaction. Horsepower is the cheapest thing that
you can buy.
Is Min Till harder to manage? Are weeds a problem?
It requires similar management. We use the same sprays.
With the stale seedbed we are able to catch most of the grass
weeds.
Do you get lower yields in the first couple of years?
No. In other countries where Min Till is practiced this may be
the case. However in Ireland we are more livestock based so
there is more slurry and dung applied to the ground so there
is more organic matter present, so we haven’t experienced a
drop in yields.
What yields have you been achieving?
We have achieved 4t/acre in wheat and 3t/acre in Spring
Barley.

Second Edition
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Benchmarking.

Yield/ha (all crops)
Yield/ha (cereals)
Straw yield / ha
(small 7kg bales)
Tonnes / labour unit

Clive Weir
2011
7.9
10.6

All benchmarked
farms
7.2
7.5

Top 25% net
profit per ton
9.2
10.1

56
1724

143
437

174
1023

Clive Weir’s Min till system has performed well in NI
arable benchmarking. The yield achieved is well above the
benchmarked farms. Increased yields and reduced cultivation
costs result in a four times the benchmarked farm’s results.
Min Till may not suit every farm system but these results show
that Mil Till can be successful in Ireland.

Problems with Min till.
The weather can be a problem if heavy rain falls on the stale
seedbed.
Is ploughing a waste of diesel?
Ploughing is a costly activity with diesel over 70p per litre.
It is an added task at sowing when time is at a premium.
In the future less passes could be beneficial if Single farm
payments are based on carbon credits.
What are the benefits of Min Till?
Reduced establishment and lower labour costs.
Less soil compaction.
Increased organic matter in the soil. This results in an
increased earthworm population.
Better for the environment. Less passes, less diesel etc

15
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New Holland
Forage harvesters
IN THE FIRST PART OF A SERIES, WE TAKE A LOOK AT NEW HOLLAND SELF PROPELLED HARVESTERS FROM
THEIR BEGINNING TO THE CURRENT RANGE.
By PETER NIBLOCK

Through the years, New Holland became known as
the leader in hay and forage technology, pioneering
many firsts: the first PTO-powered baler, the first
mower-conditioner, the first self-propelled baler, the
first automatic bale wagon as well as the first selfpropelled forage harvester,
It was in 1961 New Holland
revolutionised forage harvesting
mechanization by transforming the
highly successful pull type forage
harvester into the first self propelled
unit, the now legendary SP818. With
this daring move New Holland
dramatically increased in-field performance. Over
the last 50 years, New Holland has introduced a vast
range of pioneering industry firsts to improve the
profitability of the forage business.
In 1961 the SP818 was built in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania which is in the heart of Amish country.
This New Holland plant traces it roots to 1895 when a
two-man machinery repair shop was founded in New
Holland, Pa., by master machinist and inventor Abe
Zimmerman. The shop turned out small
corn mills and other products, and was incorporated
as New Holland Machine Company in 1903.
In 1940, the company bought the rights to an
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invention by Lancaster County, Pa. farmer Ed
Nolt. Nolt’s invention, the first commercially
viable automatic self-tie baler, revolutionized
haymaking and put New Holland on the map.
The SP818 was powered by a Cherolet 348
engine (130hp) and was available with a one
row maize header. It had a manual selfadjusting sharpening system with output
claimed at between 30-70 tons per hour. Fuel
consumption was 3-4 gal/hr of diesel.
The forage harvester revolution had begun….
In 1968 the 1880 model rolled off the Grand
Island NE production line. Power was
increased to 180hp with a Cat engine fitted.
The engine was positioned sideways on this
machine. With the option of 2 or 3 row corn
headers and 6 or 9 knives productivity was
increased. It was able to direct cut or pickup
windrows.
In the mid seventies the first 1880 model’s
arrived in Ireland. These were a basic
machine but was a good performer and
capable of 30 – 40 acres per day. Some
contractors even used these harvesters

Second Edition

for cutting maize when this crop was
popular first time around. It had a basic
cab but it was a step up from the NH
trailed harvesters.
In 1975 the 1890 was released and the
power race really took off. This was
the first 200 hp machine with a Cat
3208 engine fitted. The cutter head had
12 knives with a power sharpening
system for rebeveling knives. There
was the option of 2 and 3 row headers
and pickup and direct cut headers. A
conventional blower was installed so this
helped unloading.

With the space race in full swing, New
Holland launched the model 1895 in
1977. This was fitted with a Cat 3306
engine producing 250 hp. This was the
first self propelled harvester to have
a metal detector incorporated into the
machine thus protecting the machine
and valuable livestock. The 1895 had a
fancier glass cab and was capable of 50
acres per day.
The models 1900 / 2100 were launched
in 1979 and these were a whole new
compact design. With a new in-line drive
system power was increased to 325 hp.
These had short belts and were shear
bolt protected. Cab visibility was also
substantially improved on this model.
In 1987 New Holland introduced some
more pioneering firsts on the 1915 /
2115 models. These had cutter head
protection, automatic knife sharpening
and shear bar attachment. The heart of
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each machine had a massive 12-knife
cutterhead. It was 26 inches on the
“1915” and 30 inches on the “2115”.
These were nicknamed the Whopper
Chopper with both models being fitted
with the Cat 3406 engines. The 1915
produced 250hp and the 2115 325hp. The
“2115” was designed to harvest 6-row
crops faster than ever before. The 1915
shares the same basic design and many
of the components of the “2115” So,
parts designed to take the stress and
strain of the big 325–hp engine handle
270 hp with ease.
The NH 1915 2115 sales brochure states,
“If you’re looking for the ultimate
harvester, the “2115” is for you. If
you want the same performance and
convenience features, but don’t need all
the extra capacity, look into the “1915”
Either way you’ll be getting a harvester
that leads the forage harvesting industry.
19
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The 1905, 2105, 2205 and 2305 models were also produced in
1987. The 300hp 1905 model featured a wide 66cm, 12 knife
cutter head. This model featured all the advance technology
which was found on the 2205 and 2305. The 2205 was a 340 hp
machine while the 2305 was the highest capacity NH harvester. At
360hp, with a 76cms cutter head and 1348cm2 feed opening this
harvester was capable of higher input and chopping efficiency.
The FX 5 series with 450hp (cv) on tap featured the now
legendary crop processing system was introduced in 1996.
Higher horsepower was being demanded for greater capacity,
and New Holland responded with the launch of the 571hp FX58
model. The FX 58 was capable of 150 acres per day.
The new millennium saw the introduction of the FX10 series
with hydroloc adjustable chop length.
The FR 9000 series of harvesters was launched in 2007. Five
models were available: FR9040, FR9050, FR9060, FR9080, and
FR9090. This range featured a succession of industry leading
technology including Hydroloc, Metaloc and Variflow systems.
It also featured a new cab design for supreme operator comfort
and functionality.

The 50th anniversary edition had a black cab and spout, chrome
style decals and chromed exhaust pipe. The wheels were silver
with a black/yellow header colour scheme. The interior was fitted
with a dark grey special seat fabric. A 50 years logo was on the
harvester body. The models were available were the FR9060 and
FR9090.
The FR9000 was awarded the prestigious “Machines des Jahres”
award at Agritechnica.
A special limited edition scale model was released in 2011
to celebrate half a century of New Holland forage harvester
pioneering.
In 2012 the FR range was unveiled. The “FR” stands for Forage
harvester and the following three numbers refer to the maximum
harvesting power rounded to the nearest 50. Five models are
available ranging from 450 hp to 824hp. The modern and sleek
styled FR range is fitted with a Tier 4 engine SCR technology with
increased header productivity.
“The latest generation of FR’s represents the pinnacle of forage
harvesting technology, and is the culmination of over 50 years of
pioneering forager firsts,” Stated Hedley Cooper, Head of Harvester
production management. “In 1961, New Holland revolutionised the
world of forage harvesting with the Model SP818. Today, over half
a century later, yellow blooded engineers are hard at work at out
harvesting centre of excellence, in Zedelgem, and the home of the
FR to provide today’s high output contractors and cooperatives
with the productivity, efficiency and reliability they require.”
THANKS TO NEW HOLLAND AND DENIS O'BRIEN.

Agricultural contractor Pat Moran gives us his opinion on his NH FR 500 harvester.
New Holland FR500
Contractor name
Pat Moran and Sons.

Area that you work in:
Kildare/Meath

How many acres do you cut yearly? Do you use the harvester
for wholecrop, maize?
Appox 2,000, this will cover grass,wholecrop and maize.
Why did you decide to buy a FR harvester?
We decided it was time to update the current harvester, a NH
Fx60
What has been your impression of the FR so far this year?
We liked the look at the Fr from the start, it ticks all our
boxes that we demand from a machine in this class.
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Average acres cut per day?
Well it varies on weather but normally 90/100
What do you like about the harvester?
The new chopper box design from the Fx is a good
improvement. New grass pickup seems to be working well.
The engine has the exact power that we require. The cab and
controls are a major improvement over the Fx. It’s an overall
massive improvement.
What do you dislike about the harvester? Is their anything
that could be improved on it?
We haven’t found any faults with the Fr to date. If we need
any help or have any quesions the dealer is just a call and
the support played a major part in deciding to choose it.
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We speak to Roger Perry who is in his 3 0 th contracting
y ear about his contracting career and his current
machinery fleet.

ROger Perry
Roger Perry is based in Athy, Co. Kildare
and works within a 30 mile radius. His
main contracting duties are ploughing
and sowing, grass harvesting, combining,
dung spreading as well as grass
reseeding and fertiliser spreading.
He employs two fulltime and 6 casuals
during the busy periods.

When Roger left agricultural college
sugar beet was big business so he
started out contracting with a Ford 7600
and a single row Armer beet harvester.
In his first year he lifted 100 acres of
beet. His contracting business started
to grow as he took on other work such
as sowing beet, corn and combining
cereals.

Roger has been a Ford and New Holland
man. Starting off with a Ford 7600 he
had TW’s, 7810 and 7610 and one 7840
over the years. He also had a 8360 and
a 8560.
He particularly liked the 7610 4wd, “It
was a great tractor in its day capable
of pulling a 14ft load of beet and drive

forage harvesters such as the New
Holland 525 and Kidd double chops.
I asked Roger what his favourite tractor
was that he has operated. Without a
doubt it has to be the TM 155 as it was a
very versatile tractor and had the power
do any job and was capable of pulling a
5 furrow plough. He had 3 at one stage
and still has a 03 black TM 155 in his
current tractor fleet.
He has four other New Holland tractors
in his current fleet. There is a 07 NH 7040
which was ploughing with a four furrow
plough on one of my visits. He has two
T6080’s with one a 2010 reg and the
other a steeper bonnet 2011 reg.

Beet was an important part of his
business with harvesting taking place
between late September and Early
December.
In 2005 Irish Sugar announced that
it would close its factory in Carlow
with the last remaining factory closing
in Mallow in May 2006. The reason
indicated for these closures was the
reform of European Union policies on
sugar which reduced the quotas and
subsidies available and therefore making
its manufacture unprofitable in Ireland.
In 2005 Roger was harvesting 700 acres
with a trailed harvester so it was a huge
loss to his contracting business when
Irish Sugar closed. Roger says this that
the closure of Irish Sugar was a dim light
in his contracting career.
In the early 2000’s Irish agriculture was
changing with more farmers employing
contractors to carry out work on their
farms.

RO GER S OWI N G WI T H A K U HN I N T E RGRA 3 0 0 0
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Roger bought the T6080 as a direct
replacement for the TM155. He rates
this 6 cylinder tractor as it is a good
all round tractor capable of pulling 18ft
trailers. With its weight of around the 6t
mark it is light enough for tillage work
yet with the high power to weight ratio
able to pull a 5 furrow plough.
In 2012 a 200 hp NH T7.250 was added
to the Perry tractor fleet. Roger wanted
a tractor capable of pulling his 4.5 metre
Rexius twin 450 press. Another criteria
for its purchase was that it would have

N H T 6 080 AN D BUN N I NG SP REA DER
enough power to drive a four metre drill
or triple mowers if either of these were
bought in the future.
The current mowing outfit is a NH T7.250
tractor coupled to a Kuhn front and back
mower. Average mowing rate per hour
is 10-12 acres. A Kuhn butterfly mower
combination without conditioners was
out on demo this year. Roger was very
impressed with this outfit and says this
could be the next step.
Roger Perry started harvesting grass in
1984 with a Ford 7610 and Kidd double
chop. Then he progressed to a TW15
22

and a JF 1100 harvester. He rated the
JF harvester and with an 8560 he was
cutting upwards of 1000 acres. Although
the machinery performed well he could
never get on top of it so the next step
was a self propelled. An FX 375 was
purchased which was then followed by
a FX60. This was kept for 6-7 years. This
year a new FR 600 replaced the FX 60.
Roger says, “It was just time to change
the harvester and with the FR600 being
the same hp as the FX60 it was a direct
replacement.”

S M Y T H T RAI L ER
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is useful for smaller fields and better in
winter conditions.
Contracting needs to be flexible and the
two drills allow Rogers team to drill in
two different locations according to soil
type and field size etc.
I asked Roger what his favourite time of
the year / contracting work was. Roger
replied with “January / February time
when we spread dung and start the
ploughing.”

VA D E R S TA D SUPER X L 3 0 0 5

The 12.9 litre 600 hp FR600 operates
at an average of 7-9 k per hour lifting
around 10-12 acres / hour.
Roger quotes, “It is a very under
estimated harvester, achieving good
performance with good fuel economy.”
Roger runs a fleet of Classic Kane trailers
with the new addition of a Smyth
trailer this year. He likes the Kanes,
commenting “They are light and a well
engineered trailer so making them good
for contractors like myself.”
He wanted a 20ft trailer for grain
haulage and decided to go for something
different.
Being situated in the tillage area of
County Kildare, combining and sowing
are obviously important jobs in his
business. They would plough around
1000 acres and combine in the region of
1500 acres.

Malting Barley is the biggest acreage of
crops harvested as there is a malting
plant close by in Athy. Wheat and oats
are also combined.
Three combines are operated, all New
Holland of course. A 02 CX840, a CS 6040
and a TX62. Roger had a New Holland
track combine on demo last year but
says it would be too expensive. I would
rather work with three smaller combines.
It means I have the option of cutting in
three different locations if necessary.
He bales straw with a New Holland BR
740A.
Roger runs two different 3 metre
seed drills. A Kuhn Integra 3000 and a
Vaderstad Super XL 300S.
Roger says that The Vaderstad can work
at speeds up to 7km/hr whereas the
Kuhn is abit slower at 3.5 – 4 kms/hr.
We can use the Vaderstad to sow large
fields and finish the headlands off with
the Kuhn. The Kuhn has its place as it

N H T 7 .2 5 0

Dung spreading is also a big work
which Roger’s team carry out. On a
visit in March I witnessed the muck
spreading team in action. Roger’s two NH
T6080’S were each paired to a Bunning
Lowlander 105 rear discharge spreaders.
It was a very smooth operation. As Roger
comments,” We jog along steady, and we
get as much as done.”
Roger says he has good backup from
all his machinery suppliers which is
essential in the contracting business.
Roger, quotes, “It’s a costly business
with not high margins with high inputs
such as fuel but we always aim to
provide a good service.”
Finally but most importantly Roger pays
tribute to his staff by saying,” Good
loyal staff have been a good help down
through the years. I can’t do it on my
own and we wouldn’t be where we are
today without them.”
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County down model scratch builder BRIAN O’REILLY recently
undertook a 1:32 agrimech grasshopper mower build. Brian
introduces the real machine and takes us through this very
impressive build.

GrasSHOPPER MOWER
A very early memory for me that stood out was attending an
open night with my uncle at Cyril johnston’s, Carryduff, who
were Ford and Class dealers at the time. Regrettably I can’t
recall the exact year but the one memory that will never leave
me is the vision of the centre stage being taken with a trailed
10ft mower that I’d never before seen the likes off.
This almighty machine was green with yellow covers which
guarded 2 massive 5 foot drums which were individually free
moving in work but when lifted at the headland were freely
suspended on a headstock unlike later mower designs that
lifted the entire mower frame out of work. Everything about
this machine for me translated into “if you can provide me
with the power, I’ll knock down the grass” which later became
true.
Users have reported that it took an immense amount of power
to actually get the 2 massive drums started, many had to
drive across the field to engage the pto whereas others had
to have a 90 hp tractor half open before they disengaged the
pto clutch. However when the Grasshopper was in full flight
users have reported that as hard as an average tractor of the
era was able to be driven the mower was able to knock down
grass at a high rate, and at the time 90hp being the average
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tractor hp the Grasshopper was well able for all that it could
give...So how did mower innovation move forward in the 70s..
Let’s find out...
The grasshopper was made by a company called Agri-Mech, this
was an off shoot of Agri-Dri and they were based in Worminghall,
Oxfordshire and also had another place in Scotland. They took
grass from rented land and airfields for their grass drying
operation and to make dried animal feeds. They sometimes had
agreements with farmers and landowners for their fresh standing
grass in return for grass nuts to feed.
The company was owned and ran by Geoffrey Cauldwell who
was a very hands on man and often operated the machinery
himself. He built his own kit and this led to the production of the
Grasshopper mower which they operated themselves and then
went on to sell them. When they first began they were using
Zetor and Fahr km44 drum mowers and following a trip abroad
they saw drum mowers on the front of fortscritt self propelled
units and the mowers floated on giant balance springs as shown
in the below picture. This is where the idea of the Grasshopper
mower came from, the first model was built around 1975 and
they were first offered for sale in 1978 and had a long production
span right through to 1995 and later models saw the green
canvas being replaced by hard type yellow covers.
When I first studied the Grasshopper it appeared tricky but
possible in model form, but during the build I discovered just
how tricky it would be as the main problem was in the way
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GrasSHOPPER MODEL

the actual drum is mounted to the
headstock as opposed to a disc mower
that lifts the entire frame in and out of
work.

A plastic pipe insert was used for the
stem of the drums and inside them a
wooden dowel was used and now the
drums were freely rotating.

I decided from the beginning that 6
would be built and due to the problems
I’ve encountered there will definitely
never be anymore built. My starting
point was the massive drums which
measure 5ft in diameter on the real
machine.
I couldn’t find a suitable donor model
from which to take the drums so they
would have to be made from scratch.
It was going to be difficult to make the
flared bit so I used radiator pipe covers
from plumber’s suppliers and although
these had the proper shape for the huge
saucers they were too big and had to be
modified.

A brass frame was made and covered
at the top with a strip of plasticard and
joined to the drums by drilling through
the brass frame and right through the
wooden dowel leaving the drums freely
suspending. Because there were 6

models this meant I had to make 12 of
these drums before moving on to the
mowers main frame.
Although the frame may appear
straightforward enough at first, it soon
became apparent that a lot of fine
engineering was necessary to work
out exactly where to fit the many
small mounting lugs that the rest of
the models parts would be later fitted
to. Many hours were spent getting
these frames exactly right because any
mistakes here would leave the model
not sitting correctly when the wheels
would be fitted. After much trial and
error I finally worked my way through
the frames and at this point all parts
are only temporarily pinned together
to ensure all is working as it should
be. Some of the lugs that were fitted to
the frame were very time consuming to
make and frustrating to solder as they
were so small and burnt fingers were a
regular occurrence.
The next step was to make the top link
that keeps the machine level when

Drawing a guideline on something that
isn’t flat is tricky so I used a big socket
of the correct size and placed it over
the dished shape and then cut and filed
around it so achieving the perfect shape
and size for my drums. A circle was
then cut from plasticard and the cutting
knives were fixed between the bottom
and top dished parts to form my drums.
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being lifted in and out of work and its
mounting points on the frame and also
on the drum itself. The lifting rams at
the back and their frames were also
made and fitted at this point.
With the model now taking shape my
attention turned to the drawbar and the
less complex parts to make and fit like
the pto gearboxes and fitting eyes for
the hoses and the parking jack and I
fitted a discreet inner frame so that the
skirting could later be fitted to.
Again a lot of time was spent getting
the drawbar angles just right and this
had to be worked around a tractor and
its hitch height so I used a combination
of Britain’s, UH and Weise tractors to
achieve a drawbar height that matched
them all for displaying when finished.
Now my attention turned to the drums
yellow cover that truly proved to be the
most tricky part of the build. On the real
machine they are fitted via bolts into the
headstock which allows them to move
with the drum but in model form this
simply wasn’t possible as bolts are not
available in such a tiny size, and this
led to many hours trying to work a way
around it and at one point I had to leave
them aside for over a week just to try
and work out how I was going to make
it possible.
Unfortunately leaving a project doesn’t
get the job finished so i faced them
again and eventually found a solution to
the problem of fitting the covers. Now I
could get on with the final few smaller
bits like the crop deflectors before
preparing to paint.
All the pins that were temporarily fitted
were now fixed into place and for the
first time in weeks it actually felt like I
had got progress made. So after a few
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coats of etching primer the models were
painted and allowed to sit for a few days
before building them together. Hoses
and wheels were fitted first followed
by the decals and then the pto shafts
were made to size and painted and
then pinned on and now it was time to
complete them by fitting the skirting
to the covers and getting them fitted
along with the skirt at the rear where
the crop is discharged. Thankfully no
real problems were encountered when
building the models together as careful
pre planning of parts to be fitted later is
crucial in any model build.
It was worth the many hours of
frustration during the builds to see the
completed batch of 6 Grasshoppers
in model form but I’m very glad there
finished and no doubt in the future ill
experience another build presenting
problems but it certainly wont be
another Agri-Mech Grasshopper.
A special thanks must go to Nicholas
Ashton for supplying literally all
information to both assist me in the
project and also for this article.
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Valley Models
Authentic Hand Built
1/32 Scale Models

BRIAN O”REILLY ADVERT

WWW.VALLEYMODELS.ORG

John Deere 3350
Launched at the latter end of the 80’s, the John Deere 50
Series line were advertised as ‘year after year reliability,
penny pinching fuel economy’ assured tractors. The 3350
under the spotlight here had a list price in October 1988 of IRL
£36,973 (€46,946) for the 4WD, high lift version.
Built in Mannheim, Germany, with a power output of 100hp
from the silky smooth 6 cylinder natural aspired 5.9ltr
constant power engine with eco-fan cooling system, this made
this tractor a very popular choice. The SG2 cab was also a
step ahead of all competitors at the time and was renowned
for being a very comfortable cab to work in.

In 1/32 scale, the Britain’s model itself is very well detailed
from all aspects. At the front, the axle and reduction hubs
are well proportioned along with the front mudguards and
wafer weights. Engine detail and the back grills on either
side at the front even highlight the engine oil filler cap and
pull out lever on the engine fan grill. The tool box is painted
black which is also authentic along with the diesel fuel cap,
tall air intake, radiator cap and the straight exhaust with
curved end. The cab features a very detailed colored interior
which is correct for this tractor – four levers on the right hand
console with the red tops indicate the hand throttle nearest
the driver, together with the power synchro lever, ‘H’ pattern
gear lever and the range lever. Three spool valves and rear
lift levers are also present. The only criticism in the cab is
the handbrake and the PTO levers, which are not correctly
portioned. Both are too big and the yellow PTO lever to the
left hand side of the dash board is in the engaged position
but also incorrectly placed the wrong way round. The decal
detail is all correct together with the John Deere emblem
which sit proudly in the centre of the steering wheel and to
the front of the tractor.
Overall this is going to be a very sought after model for the
collector and model conversion specialists, which will have a
very detailed base to work from.
ARTICLE BY PETER GAFFNEY
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The Claas Jaguar is the world’s best selling harvester with over
30,000 machines around the world. There are 6 harvesters in the
Jaguar 980 -930 series range. Mercedes Benz engines are fitted
in the 930, 940, 950, and 960.
The 970 and 980 are fitted with V8 and V12 Man engines
respectively. The 930 delivers 428 hp (Tier 3) with the range
topping 980 delivering 884hp.
In order to allow optimum use to be made of the massive
torque of the MAN V12 engine, the top engine speed is 100
rpm lower than that of the other models. The JAGUAR 980 is
characterised by high overall efficiency and features drive
elements designed for maximum throughput. These factors save
diesel and therefore reduce the cost per tonne.
The Claas Jaguar dynamic power helps save diesel as it adjusts
engine output automatically depending on how much power
is required. If the harvester is not operating at full capacity
Dynamic power adjusts the engine speed optimally in ten power
output steps under partial load. This ensures that you are
always operating in the most economical engine speed range.
The 980 weighs in at 13,180 kgs. The fuel tank holds 1350 litres.
The Jaguar 980-930 range
• Highly efficient direct drive to the chopping unit
• Optimum straight crop path from the intake rollers to the 		
accelerator and discharge chute
• Spacious VISTA CAB, CEBIS information and control system, 		
TELEMATICS – online machine monitoring, QUANTIMETER with
continuous dry matter measurement
• The V-MAX knife drum sets the standard in terms of function,
rigidity and maintenance

Photos: Peter Niblock & Claas

There is only one Claas Jaguar 980
harvester operating in Ireland which is
owned by Kehoe Farming. Willie John
Kehoe of Kehoe Farming gives us his
views on this machine.
What part of Ireland do you work in?
South Wexford
Why did you decide to buy a Claas 980
harvester?
Our Local dealer offered us what seemed
like a good deal
What harvester did you have previously?
Why did you change?
We had a Claas 900 prior to the 980. It
was getting near time to change as she
was a 2001 machine. We bought the 980
in 2009.
Why did you decide to buy a Claas 980
harvester?
Our local dealer offered us what seemed
like a good deal
What has been your impression of the
980 so far?
We are happy with the 980 so far. It has
good output and is a reliable machine.
What do you like about the harvester?
We like most things about the harvester.
What do you dislike about the harvester?
Is their anything that could be improved
on it?
The blow is not wonderful. I’d like a new
header with hydraulic front wheels.
How do you find the cab layout and
operating controls? Any likes/dislikes?
All good but would like the display a
little higher
How many acres do you cut yearly?
Not enough!
What different crops do you cut with the
harvester?
Grass, maize, and whole crop
What type of headers do you have for
the harvester?
We run a 10 row Claas maize header and
use the grass pickup for whole crop
What width of grass sward do you lift?
Depends on quantity our new merger
can put 7 passes of the mower in 1 if
needed
Kehoe Farming purchased a ROC RT
870 grass merger this year. The grass
merger is a revolutionary three head
system which picks up swaths of any
width or configuration without being row
sensitive. The product is lifted gently
and placed on a self-cleaning belt. The
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windrow is left light and fluffy, as to
promote uniform drying.
The RT series allows you to build
windrows of any size depending on the
tonnage of the crop by gently re-lifting a
windrow that has already been merged
and add it to others for infinite widths.
This increases the productivity of your
harvesting equipment without sacrificing
crop quality.
The RT Series guarantees a high
quality crop thanks to its remarkable
suspension system which controls
ground pressure and oscillation of all the
pickup heads as well as the transport
wheels.
Can you provide some info on the grass
merger? How many rows is it taking
and what width is it taking in? How is it
performing?
The merger can place anything from 2
to 7 rows together. It works well at high
speeds.
It runs well over rough ground and
doesn’t pick up stones or clay, thus
providing the farmer with better quality
silage or hay, straw. The cons are it takes
a little bit of setting up for each crop
type and it also needs crop covers.
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On an average day how many acres
grass/maize/wholecrop can you lift per
hour?
Acreage depends a lot on several factors:
field size, length of draws and how
accessible the yards are. Therefore daily
rates vary but spot in field rates would
be first cut grass between 12-15 acres
per hour and Maize 8-10 acre per hour.
What is you average lifting speed in
average conditions?
Grass 15 kmph
Maize 8 kmph
In average conditions how many tractors
and trailers do you run to keep the
harvester going? What size are the
trailers?
We normally run 4 tractors and trailers.
The trailers are all 20ft Smyths.
Is one shovel able to manage at the pit
pushing up grass?
Yes Top Gear has the stig for cars we
have the Stig for loader drivers
In Irish conditions can you utilise all the
power of the 980 or are you restricted by
field size, job size, weather conditions etc?

We can always use the full power
especially in maize and first cut grass
How fuel efficient is the 980?
We find it very fuel efficient. It is no
heavier than the 900.
Any other comments?
Maintenance costs are quite high but
the merger should help with this as it
should pick up less stones and clay.
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How a Britains Model is made and the
Process behind it.
James GoTHARD from Britain’s provides us with an insight
on how a Britain’s model is made and the process behind it.

GREAT BRITAINS
Britains die-cast models are scaled
models of tractors from the real world,
the scale used to create these models
is 1:32, as their name suggests, by the
die-cast method. Molten metal is poured
into a mold, allowed to cool and then
painted or otherwise decorated. Most
die-cast tractors are made of a metal,
generally Zamak, an alloy of aluminum
and zinc. The die-casting process
consists of injecting molten metal, under
very high pressure into reusable steel
molds called dies. These molds have
two parts: a fixed half and an ejector
half, the latter being used to allow the
finished die-cast toy to be removed from
the mold. The machine closes the two
halves using hydraulic pressure, and
when the two halves are locked into
place the injection process begins.
Additional features are then added
in the form of ABS plastic. This is an
easily machined, tough, low cost rigid
thermoplastic with high impact strength,
ideal for turning, drilling, milling, sawing,
and die-cutting.
The process of creating a model today
from start to the finished product takes
approximately 1 year. Most of Britains
models are licensed so working closely
with the licensee is necessary
Once the new models have been
selected for producing in 1:32 scale, the
lines are then split into 2 categories,
Britains Farm toys and Britains Heritage
and Collectables.
Britains Farm Toys are a collection of
new, up-to date models and for this
technical data known as CAD data is
used, this is all the measurements
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and details used to create the life size
models.
The Heritage and Collectables collection
consists of tractors dating back to the
70’s and 80’s. For this actual real life
tractors need to be located, so that they
can be photographed and measured.
This can be quite a lengthy process,
as all details, angles and dimensions
need to be recorded so that it can be
correlated into a product spec then sent
to an engineer.
Below is a timeline showing the
production month by month of a Britains
farm toy and what would be included.
January - an initial Specification Sheet
is sent to an allocated engineer with all
required data for producing the tooling
model.

February – the engineer creates a tooling
model from all the data given, the
tooling model is created from resin and
is the only one created at this stage
March – this model is then carefully
wrapped and packaged up and shipped
to the project manager in the UK for
analysis and assessment. Any comments
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August - once the final colour sample within the packaging
has been produced it goes off to the main Health and Safety
part of the process
This is the finished article within packaging of the John
Deere 3650
September - once everything is approved, the engineer is
informed that the product has passed all of it testing and
that production can start within the factory
October - the factory then need approximately 60 – 90 days
to produce the average minimum order of 3000 pieces
November – this month the factory are still creating the
models and producing the packaging, which again needs
approval
or amends that might need to happen on the tooling model
are then written up and sent back to the engineer with the
model.

December – once the models are created and put in
the packaging the shipping time for a full container is
approximately 4 weeks

April – providing that there is not much change to the tooling
model, the little changes are done. Photographs are then
taken of the tooling model and sent to the project manager for
approval
May – once signed off the tooling model is then sent to the
Health and Safety department for preliminary testing, to
ensure that all parts meet the required health and safety
standards.

So the process has many stages to get through from initial
allocation of model to the end piece. Special limited editions
of models can be done; this is often done for anniversaries
or special occasions. Such as in 2011 John Deere had a small
collection of Gold John Deere commissioned such as the one
in the photo above,
The aim for Britains over the years to come is to grow
and develop the range offering more licenses and a wider
variety of tractors and implements

SC A L E
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June - Health and Safety all passed then the first colour sample
of the item is produced and sent to the project manager for
approval. For this stage many samples can go backwards and
forwards from the engineer to the project manager, until a
final colour sample has been decided

CASE IH STEIGER 535 TRACTOR
Image shown is prototype and actual model may vary

3
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First colour sample of the New Holland T6175
1
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CASE IH STEIGER 535 TRACTOR
TRACTEUR CASE IH STEIGER 535
CASE IH STEIGER 535 TRAKTOR
CASE IH STEIGER 535 TRACTOR
TRACTOR CASE IH STEIGER 535
TRATTORE CASE IH STEIGER 535
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#42610-1HB Window Box’s Die & Art
Ver.0 Aug 31, 09. Worked by Stephen
Size : 250(L) x 130(W) x 155(H)mm
Material : 300gsm CCNB + E-flute
Color: 4C
Others : UV coating, Double Lock
Use the PVC# 8 on the window
S CA L E

SCALE
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CASE IH STEIGER 535 TRACTOR

Warning! Not suitable for children under 36 months. Choking hazard!
Avertissement! Ne convient pas pour des enfants de moins de 36 mois.
Risque d’étouffement!
Warnung! Nicht geeignet für Kinder unter 36 Monaten. Erstickungsgefahr.
Attenzione! Non adatto a bambini di età inferiore ai 36 mesi. Pericolo di
asfissia!
Waarschuwing! Niet geschikt voor kinderen onder de 3 jaar. Gevaar van
verslikken!
¡Cuidado! No aconsejable para niños de menos de 36 meses. ¡Riesgo de
asfixia!
Aviso! Não adequado para crianças com menos de 36 meses. Perigo de
asfixia!
Προειδοποίηση! Δεν είναι κατάλληλο για παιδιά κάτω των 36
μηνών. Κίνδυνος πνιγμού!
Varning! Ej lämpligt för barn under 36 månader. Risk för kvävning!
Advarsel! Ikke egnet til børn under 36 måneder. Der er fare for kvælning!
Varoitus! Ei sovellu alle 3 vuoden ikäisille lapsille. Tukehtumisvaara!
Advarsel! Ikke passende for barn under 36 måneder. Fare for tilstopping!
Uwaga! Nieodpowiednie dla dzieci poniżej 36 miesięcy. Zagrożenie
zadławieniem!
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TECHNICAL DATA

ES

CASE IH STEIGER 535 TRACTOR
TRACTEUR CASE IH STEIGER 535
CASE IH STEIGER 535 TRAKTOR
CASE IH STEIGER 535 TRACTOR
TRACTOR CASE IH STEIGER 535
TRATTORE CASE IH STEIGER 535
Height / Hauteur / Höhe / Hoogte / Altura / Altezza
Length / Longueur / Länge / Lengte / Longitud / Lunghezza
Width / Largeur / Breite / Breedte / Anchura / Larghezza

3.82m
7.56m
2.90m

Weight / Poids / Gewicht / Gewicht / Peso / Peso

26,308kg

HP / CV / PS / Cavalli

535hp

42610
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Please retain this packaging for future reference.
À conserver à titre de référence.
Bitte aufbewahren.

© 2009 Learning Curve Brands Inc. Oak Brook, Illinois 605231940 U.S.A. All Rights Reserved. Distributed in the Europe by RC2,
Hembury House, Pynes Hill, Rydon Lane, Exeter, EX2 5AZ UK
Visit our Website at www.ertl.com

Bewaren ter informatie.
Guardar para futura referencia.
Conservare per vostra informazione.
Κρατήστε το για την ενηµέρωσή σας.
Guarde a embalagem para sua informação.
Molimo sačuvajte ovo pakiranje za buduče savjete.
Venligst gem emballagen for fremtidig reference.
Säilyttäkää tämä pakkaus myöhempää tarvetta varten.
Vennligst behold denne emballasjen for fremtidig referanse.
Prosimy o zachowanie tego opakowania, gdyż będzie ono
potrzebne w przyszłości.

MADE IN CHINA, FABRIQUE EN CHINE,
IN CHINA HERGESTELLT, HECHO EN CHINA.
THE RIGHT IS RESERVED TO IMPROVE AND AMEND
SPECIFICATION AND COLOURS WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE.
LA SOCIETE SE RESERVE LE DROIT DE MODIFIER
LES SPECIFICATIONS ET LES COULEURS SANS PREAVIS.
UNVORGANGEKÜNDIGTE TECHNISCHE ÄNDERUNGEN UND
FARBABWEICHUNGEN VORBEHALTEN.
SERESERV AN TODOS LOS DERECHOS DE MEJORAR Y
MODIFICAR LAS SPECIFICACIONES Y EL COLOR SIN
PREVIO AVISO.

42610-1HB(rev#0)

EN

1:32

July – Normally at this stage the packaging design team
are introduced. To be included on the packaging is:
Titles and translations
Images and diagrams
Health and Safety information
All other information relating to the product
Once created the packaging is also sent to the project
manager for approval, it is sent in the form of a PDF file

Var god behåll denna förpackning för framtida referens.

RC2,Hembury House, Pynes Hill,
Rydon Lane, Exeter, EX2 5AZ UK

Part No. 42610-1HB
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Agriview speaks to George Knox about sheep
farming, model collecting and his model farm
“Kinsella Farm.”

George Knox:
Kinsella Farm
George Knox was brought up on a beef and sheep farm in
County Fermanagh. His uncle farmed 100 suckler cows and 120
commercial ewes on 300 acres. Between 80 and 100 ewe lambs
would have been purchased in the autumn with some of them
being kept for the home flock while the remainder were sold
as replacements in the following autumn.

GEORGE KNOX
George who now lives near Dundrod keeps a flock of 20
pedigree Rouge ewes and 6 commercial ewes (Grey face)
He purchased his first Rouge ram in 1990 to use on ewe lambs
for ease of lambing. In 2002 George purchased an entire flock.
This was the beginning of the Kinsella pedigree flock.
George, a keen stockman started showing commercial sheep
at the age of 12 at local agricultural shows. His stock have
been awarded numerous breed champions at local shows with
the highlights being interbreed champion at Ballymena and
Enniskillen shows and champion and reserve champion at
RUAS 3 years in a row.
Home farm machinery.
The tractors on the home farm were Massey Ferguson due
to good dealership and service backup. The farm used to cut
their own grass with a MF 188 and a Kidd mark 2 double chop
harvester. An International 784 drew in with home made single
axle trailers with a MF 165 on a McKenna buck rake at the pit.
In 1985 the fleet was upgraded to a MF2640 four wheel drive
and a Kidd 346-6 with the MF 165 drawing in with two 14 x 7 ft
Johnston trailers. The MF 188 was now on the pit with a Tanco
push off buck rake.
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Kinsella Farm.
Like so many budding farmers his interest started with a
childhood Britain’s collection. However time moves on and
other interests take over.
In May 2009 George attended the Moira Show and got the
collecting bug again. He enjoyed the show and thought that he
would like to have a go at putting together a layout.
He put together a diorama at the next Moira Model show
in October 2009. George has built up an impressive model
collection and now organises the Killead model show in April
each year.
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Being a keen stockman, it is therefore no surprise that George
decided to base his layout on a livestock theme.
George called his model farm “Kinsella Farm” after an old
farmhouse that he lived in.
Kinsella Farm has 200 acres with 50 acres of crops with the rest
in grassland. Pedigree and commercial cattle and sheep are
the main enterprises on the farm. The farm also does some
contracting and shearing.
Kinsella Farm has also a Massey Ferguson theme with many old
and new models being featured on his displays.
I have decided to pick out a few scenes from Kinsella Farm
layouts which make them unique.
Kinsella Farm is primarily a livestock based farm and it is great
to see many livestock operations being copied in 1:32 scale.
George made a sheep race and shearing trailer out of a Britain’s
livestock trailer and plastruct material. The attention to detail
is second to none with a worker bagging wool. The Siku figures
have been heated to create a realistic shearing position.

On the modern side various farming activities were taking place
including baling, mowing, combining all of course using red
machinery. The highlight was a Robert Peters and Jan Lodewijks
MF 6465 conversion on a DM models Kverneland mower.
George brought along his Massey Ferguson collection to the
2013 Killead Model Show. There was 38 tractors and associated
machinery. A lot of the models have been modified in some way.
George says the correct wheels help contribute to a model so he
will try and source suitable wheels for his model tractors. His
favourite model is a MF 5455 loader tractor conversion by Robert
Peters and Jan Lodewijks. He prefers older machinery especially
MF conversions or scratch built models.
George had also a small old school silage scene. A MF 2640 was
driving a Kidd double chop. The tractors drawing in were a MF
590 4WD on a Johnston trailer and a MF 2640 on a Johnston twin
axle trailer. The single axle Johnston trailers was made by Jack
Campbell and the tandem axle trailer by Martins Agri trailers.

George has recreated a family farm in miniature with a
model farm bungalow (made by John McBride) situated on a
handcrafted hill. There is a gravel driveway and a swing in the
garden. These are things which give a diorama character and
realism. The fence was made out of pine strips purchased off
the internet.
Picture 2 is a great overview of Kinsella farmyard. George made
the hedges out of moss from Holly loves Toys. The farmyard is
busy with the diet feeder being filled at the silo while another
worker is power washing the Fleming dung spreader. George
made the sheds himself and coated the yard to give it a
concrete effect. He painted the wood an off white colour then
with tile grout to give it a concrete effect.
At the 2012 Killed show George had a nice hay baling scene.
A MF5455 2wd snoopy nose tractor made by Belgian model
conversionists Robert Peters and Jan Lodewijks was towing a
MF 124 baler conversion by Andy Johnston with a modified bale
sleigh. The bales were handmade to create a more realistic hay
bale.

George is a perfectionist and has an eye for detail. In this scene
the MF2640 exhaust has been changed to the correct side and a
bubble decal fitted to replace uh standard decal.
The 590 is a HMT Panningen limited show model. The standard
back wheels have been replaced with wheels off a Universal
hobbies MF 1200.
George has built up a nice model collection and created some
realistic model scenes over the last few years. He has really
enjoyed it, saying, “It’s a great way of meeting people of similar
interests and having abit of craic at shows.”
It will be interesting to see what new scenes George will create
for future shows. One thing is sure; there will be plenty of red
tractors and machinery involved!
For more info on George’s MF collection or “Kinsella Farm”, he
can be contacted via the personal messaging system on the
Moira Model club Forum. Username: Kinsella.

Recently, George has been collecting more old school MF items.
At Moira Show 2012 his display was half modern and half
vintage. On the vintage side George had a MF 1200 on a MF
plough conversion, a MF 165 on a set of MF discs, a MF 550 on
a Bamford’s wuffler, and an MF135 gathering bales on an old
style buck rake.
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Andrew Johnston speaks to us about his recent Britains NH T6.175 conversion which he recently did

NEW HOLLAND T6.175 CONVERSION
There was a good response from the last issue regarding the model helps and tips article. Readers suggested that a simple
tractor conversion should form the next article. So here goes…
The Britains NH T6.175 is designed for the toy market but with a bit of extra detail added it wouldn’t look out of place on a
diorama. Keen model collector and conversionist Andrew Johnston recently carried out a New Holland T6.175 conversion. He has
added some stunning detail which totally transforms this model. Andrew has changed the wheels on it, cut the front weight off
and added an Artisan 32 front linkage. (www.artisan32.com)
You may not be ambitious enough to try these but there are a few other simple things which can be done to improve this
tractor.
Firstly the cab bonnet was taken off, then the screws were removed out of the tractor body. The mudguards and wheels were
then removed.
Back of the cab.

The Britain’s flashing lights have been
replaced and beacons from a UH Valtra N
series model. These were drilled through
the stem with a fine drill bit.
Safety warning decals which were
purchased from Henri Walker have been
stuck on. (walkerparts@planet.nl)
A simple number takes the plain look off
the back of the cab and adds a touch of
realism. These can be printed on a home
computer or bought from Peter Hardy.
www.132farmingmodel.co.uk
The spool valve block has been taken off
the Valtra model and glued into place at
the back of the cab.

Front of the cab.

Front linkage.

Mirrors have been taken off the Valtra
model, modified and glued into place.
The cb aerial is made from the ties
that are used to secure the model in a
Britains box. These were twisted round
to form an aerial shape and then pined
onto the tractor.

The Britain’s front linkage was cut off
using a dremel. A junior hacksaw can
also be used. The front linkage was
bought from Artisan32. This comes in a
kit and needs to be assembled.
The cab lifts off and a driver can be
painted up in New Holland overalls. Extra
levers can be made out of plastic and
stuck into place on the console.

Wheels.
Andrew bought a Universal Hobbies
Valtra N series model and used parts
off it for this conversion. To remove
the wheels on the Britains model use a
punch and place it on the wheel centre
and simply tap it out.
To remove the front axle, remove the
three screws and the tractor axle pops
out.
The Valtra front axle and wheels were
secured using J-B Weld. J-B WELD is a
two-part epoxy adhesive that is used to
bond surfaces made from metal, plastic
etc and can be bought in Halford’s.
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The sunroof was cut out using a dremel.
It is stuck in place with Humbrol non
smear glue which can be bought from
any good model shop. A dremel is a
hand held rotary tool which is small
enough to use on model and hobby
tasks. These can be purchased from
stores such as B&Q and will cost around
£30 for a 140 w model.

Completed model
Total cost of conversion was £72 with
linkage and £53 with Artisan 32 weights.
Halford primer satin black paint was
used on the front and back linkages.
Safety: Remember to follow all machine
safety guidelines when carrying out this
conversion. This is not recommended to
be carried out by children.
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Dealer Profile: Henry Porter
Henry Porter Tractors was established in 2006. He started
off selling tractors mainly from the Case IH brand due to his
experience in these. Other makes including Massey Ferguson,
McCormick, John Deere, New Holland are also stocked.
New machinery franchises have been aquired including
McCormick tractors
Strautmann diet feeders
Bobman sawdust dispensers
Hustler bale feeders
Reck slurry equipment.

McCormick Tractors
The X60 Series makes life easier and more comfortable with
a high level of specification made standard on this range.
Available in four models from 92hp to 120 hp, this four-cylinder
range provides the ideal choice for both light tasks and heavyduty field work.
X60.40 (110hp)
Perkins 1104D-44TA Tier 3 engine
Xtrashift (Powershuttle): 36F + 12 R with 3 powershifts
New spacious 4-pillar cab with excellent visibility.
Three spool valves as standard.
Small turning radius of 4.48m.

Bobman Cubicle bedding machine.
The Bobman machine brushes the lying area and spreads fresh
bedding material in one pass. The Bobman can brush and bed
180 cubicles in 4 or 5 minutes. The Bobman can be supplied in
1 or 3 wheel drive. Using it’s very simple drive/steering wheel,
it is very easy to negotiate small passages.
There are two machines available: The Bobman S and the
Bobman SL. The Bobman SL is a self loading machine.

Contact: Henry Porter, 46 St. James Road,Hillsborough, BT26 6JT.
Tel: 028 9262 2611. Mob: 077 0301 1785.
www.henryportertractors.co.uk
henry.porter@btconnect.com
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A new
way of
life

MORE MILK, EXCELLENT HERD
INFORMATION AND FLEXIBILITY
William Steele and his three sons Samuel, Robert and Thomas milk 220 Holstein/
Friesian cows on their farm in Ballybogy, Co. Antrim. Having sold a number of
fragmented farms in 2004 the Steele family decided to purchase one larger holding
with enough grazing ground for a large herd. Thomas explained they have been
developing the farm in three stages starting with a new building, followed by a new
milking system and ﬁnally more grazing.

Building and milking
“With the building completed over three
phases they began researching their future
milking system early in 2012. Having
considered all the options we weren’t
biased towards parlour or robotic milking.”
commented Samuel. However when they
learned about the possibilities for improved
management of a large herd with the
Lely Astronaut A4, they wanted access to this
type of information. “We felt the Lely Center
in Eglish were the most experienced and best
established company in our area and would
be able to provide us with the quality of
service needed for a large herd.”

Herd management
“We started our four Lely Astronaut
robots in the middle of November 2012.
The quality and availability of up to date
information from the T4C management
system is tremendous. Sick cows are now
being identiﬁed much sooner than with the
milking parlour. The information is allowing
us eliminate problems before they arise. We
can now properly manage our cows instead
of just milking them.” says Thomas.

More milk
“I am now far more aware of which cows
are not performing and need to be culled.
We had too many passengers and we can’t
afford them now.” added William. “Even if
we saved no time we are still much better off
milking more efﬁcient cows. Some cows are
now doing 60 litres and we never saw that
in the parlour. When we started we were
producing 4200 litres per day with 195 cows.
2 months later we are producing 5200 with
185 cows and we are now using 2nd cut
silage.” says Thomas.

silage and harvest seasons. All jobs are now
ﬁnished before 7.45am with at least an extra
hour and a half in bed.” comments Samuel.
“With my wife currently doing a course it
allows me to be home on time to look after
the kids. It was nice to spend Christmas
morning with them this year for a change,
it means a lot!”

The future
“Now that the milking system is sorted we
want to get the grazing right. Our intention
is also to increase our cow numbers to 260
to reach full capacity with each robot.”
concludes Samuel.

For more information on the
Lely Astronaut A4 milking robot
and other Lely products call:
Lely Center in
Killorglin
(Kerry/Limerick)
086 7739830
Lely Center in
Dunmanway (Cork)
023 8855400
Lely Center in
Thurles (Tipperary)
087 3087505

Lely Center in
Enniscorthy
087 2619316
Lely Center in
Mullingar
086 4178424
Lely Center in
Eglish
(Northern Ireland)
+44 7827884639

A new way of life with more ﬂexibility
“We now have much more ﬂexibility which
will be a big help especially during the busy

LELY CENTER IN EGLISH CELEBRATE
100TH INSTALLED LELY ASTRONAUT MILKING ROBOT
“The robots are great but the Lely Center personnel made them brilliant. Our local
Lely Center in Eglish is high class, very nice to deal with and all questions are answered
promptly. We are learning all the time and delighted with the progress so far. It’s really
just now a few months on that we are seeing the real benefits of the Lely Astronaut
automatic milking system. The cows have adapted really quickly with only two being
culled.” say the Steele’s enthusiastically.

For further information call the Lely Center in Eglish:
Jim Irwin on 078 278 84639 • Colin Bell on 079 175 24575

EVOLVE.
www.lely.com
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Agriview catches
up with Rodney
Overend who
works for Gray
Contacts in County
Down and Trevor
“Cleet” Thompson
who drives for J.D.
Townley & Son in
County Down.
Name:
Rodney Overend
Contractor:
Gray Contracts.

What was the first tractor that you ever
drove?

Ireland’s Farm and Model Magazine

Have you had any demonstrators in
2013? If so can you tell us your verdict
on them?

The student forgot to put the bend on
the tanker and went to boom slurry over
the hedge.

6150r Direct drive gearbox. I thought
this was a great field tractor. Also a 6150
autoquad. I liked it as well as I am used
to it in the 6830 and 6930.
A JD 6115r which was a very handy tractor.

What is your favourite job? Why?

How has the weather affected your job
in 2013?

What is your least favourite job? Why?

It has to be raking and ploughing as you
can see what you have done and you
can take pride in your work. I also enjoy
Cambridge rolling.

A lack of sleep at times as when it dried
up there was a pile of work on.

Working with thick slurry. Transferring
slurry to stores in the winter. Stacking
bales as it is monotous.

What have you been doing in the last
few weeks?

What couldn’t you live without in your
tractor toolbox?

Silage, slurry, late crop sowing.
Do you have any funny stories or mistake of the month?

Gloves, spanners and a clean rag for
wiping sweat off your brow.

John Deere 2140 2wd.
How long have you worked for Gray
Contracts?
7 years.
Driver duties:
I do a mix of everything from umbilical
spreading to mowing, ploughing to drawing grass. I do all the diet feeding on
Gray’s 110 dairy cow farm.
What contracting work do Gray’s do?
Grass, ploughing and sowing, slurry and
dung spreading, gps fertiliser spreading.

Photos: Peter Niblock & Sam Watson

What is the main machinery fleet at Gray
contracts?
Claas Jaguar 850, JCB 416, John Deere
6210r, 6830, 6930, 6420, 2 x NH TM 140,
TM 130.
Extra help is hired in on TM140.
Do you have your own tractor that you
drive at Grays?
I drive a mixture of different tractors.
Any new machinery additions to the
Gray Contracts fleet in 2013?
A umbilical slurry system. A second hand
3000 gallon Hi Spec slurry tanker.
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John Deere 7530, 2 x 6930, 6150r, 6810.
6 x 16 ton Kane trailers.
J.D. round baler + N.H. belt baler.
Case 8 x 4 x 3 big square baler.
Slurry equipment: three Heron slurry
tankers and a slurry Kat umbilical
system.

Name:
Trevor ‘Cleet’
Thompson
Contractor:
James D. Townley

Arable machinery: Kuhn 5 metre power
harrows, a 6 metre barley sower,
Gaspardo and Samco maize drills and
various other machinery.
Do you have your own tractor that you
drive at J.D. Townley? If so what do you
like/dislike about it?
Claas Xerion 3300. “It’s just Claas to
drive!”

What is your earliest farming memory?

I also drive a JD 7530 for sowing duties
which has plenty of power and a handy
tractor.

Gathering spuds, feeding hens and lifting
eggs. I always wanted on a tractor.

Any new machinery additions to the J.D.
Townley fleet in 2013?

How long have you worked for J.D.
Townley?

A new umbilical system. A set of Claas
9300 triple mowers.
The boss bought himself a new one pass
sower and J.D. got a new jeep.

15 years. I started for the summer on
Balmoral Show Friday 1998. I’m still here!
Driver duties:
I sow cereals and maize. Also mowing,
combining, cutting whole crop and some
lifting of grass. I use a J.D. 6930 for
sowing maize and the J.D. 7530 on the
one pass. I operate the Claas Lexion 520
and mow with Xerion 3300 with 9300
Claas mowers.
During the winter I drive a Case CX 130
18t track machine.
What contracting work does J.D. Townley
do?
Ploughing, sowing, lifting grass, round
and square baling, combining, sowing
and maize cutting, slurry spreading with
ground drive. Umbilical with dribble bar.
Digger work and drainage.
What is the main machinery fleet at J.D.
Townley?
Claas Xerion 3300 with triple mowers,
Claas Lexion 750 TT + 520 four wheel
drive, NH 8040 combine.
Claas 970 forager. JCB 414 shovel. Claas
4000 Liner and 2900 rake.
Claas Axion 830, 640 Arion + 520 Arion.
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Have you had any demonstrators in
2013? If so can you tell us your verdict
on them?
We had a Claas Arion 650 out for a week
which was very impressive. The driving
position was nice and comfortable with
good vision.
What have you been doing in the last
few weeks?
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Also a customer brought the diesel
bowser in to fill the combine. While I
was dropping the header off I backed
into it. Luckily no damage done. “Don’t
tell the boss!”
What is your favourite piece of
machinery that you operate? Why?
It has to be the Claas Xerion 3300. It’s
ahead of the game. Visibility over the
three mowers is unbelievable. No matter
how long a day you work and acres cut
you are never tired when you finish.
What is your favourite job?

I have been either mowing grass or
cutting whole crop in the early mornings
then combining from lunch time on.
Do you have any breakdown stories or
modifications?
Every machine gives a bit of bother.
There’s nothing made that doesn’t break
down. Most things that come into the
yard get the Townley modification.

There was a slight oil leak behind the
fuel pump on the Xerion. I took it apart
and went to our local Cat dealer to get
an 80p O ring. They said that you would
never get it put together again and
would need to buy a replacement pump
at £1500. Well I bought the o ring and
got it back together and it hasn’t looked
back since. I saved the boss £1499.20
and a drop of diesel for the jeep!
As J.D. says “It’s not what you make, but
what you save!”
Do you have any funny stories or
mistake of the month?
While mowing grass for a customer
I came across a few sheep troughs.
Fortunately I got stopped in time so no
damage apart from the farmer’s pride.
He will know who it was when he reads
this.

That’s difficult as there are quite a few.
I love mowing grass and knocking acres
down always wanting to do more than
the previous day
Then there’s sowing cereals. It’s a
challenge because you never know
until it comes up through. “It could be
tramlined for a napsac.”
Then there’s combining. Nothing beats
combining in the sunshine with the dust
rising up past the front window, listening
to Uncle Hugo on the radio and no one
shouting on the cb. Peace and quiet!
What is your least favourite job? Why?
It would have to be tidying up after
them boys in the workshop because
they never put things back where they
belong.
Claas or John Deere?
That’s abit like the hen or the egg. You
need to ask me that the next time either
one of them breaks down.
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AGRIVIEW SPOKE TO JOHN
O’BRIEN ABOUT HIS MODEL
COLLECTION AND HIS “CLYDUFF
FARM” DIORAMA.
What is your day job?
At present I am a Farm Manager on a
Dairy Farm.
What county do you live in?
I am originally from north county Dublin;
I’m now living in Tipperary.
How long have you been collecting
Models?
Ever since I was a young lad, I had Farm
models. I remember every year Santa
would bring me a Britain’s Farm set. I
collected a few models over the years
but got very serious collecting models in
the last six years.
What is your Agricultural back ground
and how did you get involved in
Farming?
After secondary school I went to
Warrenstown Agricultural College in
Co. Meath for a year and received a
certificate in Agriculture. I then went
onto study for 3 years as a Farm
Manager, doing my work experience on
various farms around the country. I got
involved in farming from a very young
age. I remember spending all my school
holidays over on my grandfather’s farm.
He had a small cattle farm of about 30
acres.
Can you give your favorite farming
memory from your younger days?
My favorite farming memory has to be
remembering my Grandfather working a
Horse on his farm “he was never fond
of tractors”. He had all the machinery
for the horse including Cart, Mowing Bar,
Ploughs and Harrows. How times have
changed!
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Do you prefer modern machinery or
classic machine? Why?
That’s a hard question , when I call back
home to Dublin I spend time calling to
a neighbour who runs a large tillage
operation ,looking at all the modern
machinery and trying to keep up to date
with how technology has changed ,to be
honest I love the classic machinery
Why? “You just can’t beat a classic “.
What is your all time favorite tractor or
machine? Why?
My favorite tractor of all time has to be
the 50 series John Deere tractors like the
3050/3350.
My youth was spent looking over the
hedge admiring them working the tillage
fields of north co Dublin.
All my dreams came true when I was
at the age I was able to drive them. My
best memory of them had to be when I
was working a 3 furrow reversible plough
and pulling a furrow press behind.
Do you collect all sorts of models or
do you collect specific model brands /
manufactures?
The only tractors I collect are John
Deere’s .I also collect machinery. I mostly
go for conversions, but I also collect
boxed items if they are detailed.

John o’brien
Collector
interview

Photos: Peter Gaffney & Peter Niblock

Do you collect Tractors or Implements or
both?
I collect both Tractors and Implements.
How many John Deere’s have you in your
collection?
I have around 110 John Deere models in
my collection, mostly tractors but also
have Combines, Balers etc…
I may have some of the same tractors
in my collection but they all have
something done different with them like
tires, front linkage etc…
What is your favourite John Deere in
your collection, some information on it
and why it is your favorite?

GRIMME 170 POTATO CONVERSATION AN

Second Edition

CLYDUFF FARM

SPRAYING AT CLYDUFF FARM
My favorite tractor has to be the 3350,
these are the tractors I drove for many
years.
I have 5 in my collection which was
converted by Ciaran from Perfect 32 and
Brendan from Model conversions.
What are your top 3 models in your
collection can be standard or scratch
built /conversions?
1. Any one of my converted John Deere
3350’s
2.Grimme 170 conversion potato
Harvester with pick off table.
3.8400 John Deere conversion..
Is there any particular model that you
haven’t got in your collection that
you would like to buy or a model that
you would love to see made by a
manufacturer?
Where do I start?? I would love to see
more potato equipment being produced,
like a rotovator with bed tiller and a
de-stoner.
This year sees Britain’s producing the

ND LARRINGTON BOX TRAILER

Ireland’s Farm and Model Magazine

50 series John Deere’s and Schuco
producing the 7810, so hopefully one of
them will continue with the 6910 series
tractors…
When and how did you start displaying?
After going to see a lot of model shows
I decided that I would start displaying
instead of just having my models
tucked away in a room. The first show I
attended was the 2nd All Ireland Die cast
model show in Mitchelstown Co Cork. I
got a lot of response and comments, it
all started from there...
What is Clyduff Farm based on?
The name Clyduff comes from the area
which I live in, Clyduff Farm is based on
my imagination, but I get a lot of ideas
from John and David Rodgers farm in
north Co. Dublin...
You have made some of your own
models and sheds, why did you start
making your own models?
To be honest I’m not really a model

builder, I did make my sheds and a few
models because at the time I could not
get anyone to build them, so I said I
would attempt them myself. I would just
like to say that my models are not perfect
and I don’t claim to be a model builder.
Name some of the models you have
made, what are your favorite models that
you have made and why?
My first model I ever built was a water
tanker to move from field to field, it then
moved onto an Abbey Diet feeder and
Abbey double axle slurry tanker with
injectors.
Two of my favorites have to be the mobile
grain dryer and the Richard Larrington box
trailer, because I spent many a harvest
working a dryer like it and the Larrington
box trailer is completely different in the
haulage of potatoes from field to farm.
What does the future hold for Clyduff
farm or is it top secret?
Clyduff farm has no secrets, I would share
anything I do with anybody, and at the
end of the day we are all only collecting
models because it’s a hobby. Clyduff
farm will hopefully be investing in onion
harvesting equipment and then onto
onion planting equipment, after that you
never know whatever Clyduff farm invests
in, guaranteed it will be tillage related.
What does the hobby mean to you and
what do you enjoy about it etc?
As my wife says collecting models has”
my brain fried“, I am always thinking
about what I could do and ways of
changing to make my farm different. I
get great enjoyment out of it. It’s a great
past time and me and my two sons share
the same interest and spend quality time
together. I have made lots of new friends
through collecting models and attending
shows.
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Twice a year Harry visits Gualdo Cattanio in Umbria,Italy.
The landscape is partly hilly and partly flat and all round the
regional capital,Perugia ,the land is fertile and green.
Harry only has to drive a few miles to happen upon
Tractors,Combines and a wide range
of agricultural machinery.

by Mikima (mi
kimauri@gmail.
com)

Postcard From Italy

www.harrybell.co.uk

Carpet Farmer
Specialist in Britains & Siku models
www.carpetfarmer.co.uk

•

Markethill, Co. Armagh.

•

Philip 07730521891

Ireland’s leading stockist of classic and vintage models

Mad for Models Shop ON TOUR
at the following events

All Ireland ploughing championships 24th 25th 26th September
Model Mania show Mitchelstown 26th and 27th October
Kilkenny diecast model show The Hub Kilkenny 10th November
Durrow Vintage club 3rd annual diecast and diorama show
Manor Hotel, Abbeyleix, Co Laois 7th and 8th December

Why not pre-order your models and pick them up at any of these shows, saving on postage.

www.madformodels.ie

or call Tommy on 0872670737

Model Competition
To win a 1:32 Ros Fiat F130 model please answer this simple
question. Please email your answer to kiwibap@yahoo.co.uk.
What colour is the Fiat F130?

Just out! Latest Model releases!
Schuco John Deere 7810

The Schuco John Deere 7810 model was just being released as we went to print. This is one of the most anticipated models by
collectors in 2013. The 175hp JD7810 is a a firm favourite with Irish farmers.
Schuco have produced a very good model
in the John Deere 7810. The doors and
windows open with good cab detail. The
front linkage is a bit flimsy and it doesn’t
come with a front top link. It is fitted with
a European number plate which can be
removed. John Deere tractor dealer, Hanlon
Machinery Ltd were among the first to
bring in this model and have reported that
these models have literally been flying off
the shelves.
The 7810 is priced at around £60 and will
find it’s way into many model cabinets and
feature on dioramas.
Weathering by www.harrybell.co.uk
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A LARGER FAMILY FOR DEMANDING PROFESSIONALS.

THE MOST PRODUCTIVE, VERSATILE AND COMFORTABLE BRITISH-TRACTORS FROM 170 - 270HP WITH EPM.
Powered by the 6.7 litre SCR Tier 4A Nef engine, delivering from 170 - 270hp with Engine Power Management AND offering up to 10% fuel savings.

• MORE PRODUCTIVITY AND POWER AT LOWER OPERATING COSTS.

Horizon™ cab offers exceptionally low noise levels of just 69dB(A), brilliant all-round visibility and the award-winning SideWinder II armrest for fingertip precision.

• ABSOLUTE DRIVING PLEASURE.

Fully integrated front PTO and linkage with a choice of Power Command or Auto Command™ transmission on every model.

• MAXIMUM VERSATILITY.
T7 RANGE. TAKE CONTROL.

3,000 HOURS 3 YEARS’ PEACE OF MIND.

*Terms and conditions apply.

Standard 12 month warranty plus free 2 years’ extended cover*

www.newholland.com/uk
Join us on Facebook!
24/7 Support and Information The call is free from a land line. Check in advance with your Mobile Operator if you will be charged.
NEW HOLLAND TOP SERVICE 00800 64 111 111

btsadv.com

lubricants

New Holland prefers
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